the next generation
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he European Scenography Centres (ESC) is a consortium
of theatre design schools from several nations and
cultures that collaborate to provide a unique training
to advanced students of scenography. In 1994,
English scenographer Pamela Howard had the inspiration to
create a rigorous one-year course in which students from
many backgrounds could explore the rich diversity of approaches offered by a variety of European training schools.
The course's goal was to re-define the boundaries of scenography and to develop the students' abilities to examine and expand scenographic practice so as to initiate change in the
approach to creating theatrical performance.
Howard headed the venture for the first five years: the
first generation. In 1999 the leadership changed to directordesigner Pete Brooks, and he revised the course's goals and
curriculum. The achievements of the first generation of students are impressive and documented. The achievements of
students in the next generation will only be ready for assessment a few years from now. A5 the next generation begins,
however, it is useful to assess what the program has achieved
to date, so that American training institutions can contemplate
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how this program might influence the training they offer, and
so that questions about the evolVing ESC course may be asked
which a later review of this extraordinary venture may answer.
A5 conceived by Pamela Howard (and as described in the
Course Handbook), the goal of the course's first generation
embraced a redefinition of the role and responsibilities of the
scenographer to go beyond accepted perceptions of the designer as decorator or servant of the director and/or script.
The new definition viewed the scenographer as an equal contributor with the director in the artistic interpre~tion of a
sCript or performance concept. It envisioned the
scenographer as a key person in the creative team, bringing
together music, performance, scenery, costumes, lighting and
the configuration of the performance space itself to create a
complete sensory experience which complements and is equal
in importance to the intellectual experience shaped by the director. The course postulated that the scenographer can creatively interpret space, light and text in visual terms for both
conventional and found theatre spaces, and that the
scenographer can conceptualize a performance using film,
televiSion and computers in addition to the traditional media

Figure 1. Michael Spencer's scenography for Three Sisters was
inspired by Chekhov's theme of wasted time. Chekov's play and
Spencer's design both demonstrate people going around in circles
all their lives, wasting time, getting nowhere. The memory of
Moscow is evoked by the painting of St. Basil's, and the circular
clocks echo the clocks we see in airports, and they imply the
sameness of time all around the globe. The circular clocks also echo
the circle of the turntable stage which made one full revolution
each thirty minutes so that the audience experienced viscerally the
way time and space interact. Spencer is currently Acting Course
Director for the "Theatre: Design for Performance" BA course at
Central Saint Martin's College of Art and Design in London, which is
where ESC is also in residence. (Photos by Linda Sarver.)

Figure 2. Pamela Howard described her scenography for The
Rose Tattoo: "Underneath a grim concrete motorway in

America lies a small Sicilian enclave where the past and future
is reality and the present does not exist. Serafina's house may
be small and simple, but it expands with her memories, above
all those of her deceased husband and her daughter Rosa, the
living embodiment of the Rose Tattoo. Life is like a merry-goround, a fairground of emotions and on this carousel the
heart of a woman, Serafina, is shown. A wall of memories
becomes an altar of dreams. The village community, dark and
superstitious, is finally transported in the joy of the future."

of the theatre. Ascenographer's contributions to performance
were explored for the rich innovations they could bring to the
event, and the course encouraged cenographers to boldly go
where none had gone before.
The kind of innovative scenography that students of
Howard's program were learning to create was demonstrated
in the dazzling exhibition by the Sodety of British Theatre Designers that opened in March 1999 at the Royal College of Art.
Time + Space: Design for Peiformance, 1995-1999 was an
exhibition of recent scenography for opera, dance, drama and
event-making that included designs for performance spaces as
well as inspiringly audacious set, costume and lighting designs
(Figure 1). The elegant published catalogue is a testament to
the innovative and influential contributions of current English
scenographers, and it will be an inspiration and a research
tool we designers will turn to for years to come. Among the
many audacious and exdting designs shown in the catalogue
are Michael Spencer's The Three Sisters, Mark Jonathan's Venus and Adonis and Pamela Howard's The Rose Tattoo (Figure 2). Time + Space: Design for Peiformance, 1995-1999
demonstrated what scenography can be, and the students in

Howard's program saw a clear vision of the kind of work they
could aspire to create (Figures 3a and 3b).
Boward admitted eighteen students annually, follmving a
rigorous process of interviews, portfolio reviews, recommendations and an evaluation of the applicants' written proposal
for a major creative project, described as the Independent Research Project (IRP). The IRP would be the culminating exerdse of the year-long course.
The students' backgrounds varied widely. They came
from Asia, Europe, Africa and the Americas, and their previous
studies had been in fields as diverse as architecture, dnema,
computer sdences fine art, fashion design and choreography.
Very few had a background in traditional theatre design. The
selection process ensured that a cross-cultural enrichment
would be an important element of the students' experience. It
also ensured that students were strongly motivated young professionals qua.lified to work independently, with only occasional tutorial supervision.
The students began and ended their studies at either the
Utrecht School of the Arts or Central Saint Martin's College of
Art and Design in London, and they spent part of their year at
TZ>&T
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Figures 3a and 3b. The carousel revolved to reveal the interior and exterior of Serafina's house.

one of several European centers. Among these were Prague's
Academy of Performing Arts, Helsinki's University of Art'and
Design and Seville's Centro Analuz de Teatro. The students'
culminating Independent Research Project had to demonstrate the potential to add to the body of knowledge in the field
of theatre, and students completing the course earned a master of arts degree.
The year's course of study was structured in two parts
and lasted forty-eight weeks. It commenced in late August with
SCENOFEST at which all the students and staff from London
and Utrecht gathered for an introduction to the course's faculty, philosophy and methodology, and at which the IRPs of the
previous year's students were exhibited and performed (Figure 4). Each SCENOFEST was built around a theme. Utrecht
hosted "La Scenographie se Bouge" in 1995. "Visualizing
Shakespeare" was held in London in 1996, and it included experimental performances in the public areas at the Barbic.lI1
Centre. In 1997 the theme in Utrecht was "Body and Space."
The very first SCENOFEST, in 1994, exhibited the work of the
seminal Czech scenographer FrantiSek Zelenka and explored the
theme, "Creativity in Defiance of Tyranny." (See "Scenofest: A
Journal" by linda Sarver, TD&T31 no. 2 (Spring 1995): 34.)
The SCENOFEST was followed by the first part of the course,
lasting through December. This work included scenographic studio projects as well as formal lectures and tutorial instruction:
one-on-one sessions that are a standard mode of instruction in
English tertiary education and that reqUire each student to
shoulder the responsibility for his or her own progress. Phase
One of the first part of the course was taught at the Home Centre. Students in Utrecht focused on the way space influences
the theatrical event; students in London examined the way text
did the same. These texts could be traditional dramas, adaptations of other written works or original scripts.
Phase 1\vo began after Christmas and was taught at a second center selected on the basis of the student's demonstrated
area of interest and the center's unique approach to training.
At the second center, students explored very different approaches to many of the same concerns they had undertaken
12
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previously, and during the two phases of this first part of the
course, they did research and early conceptual work for their
culminating Independent Research Project.
The second part of the course saw the students returning
to their home centers for the creation of the Independent Research Project. This IRP could take many forms-a series of
short performances using live actors and/or puppets, an exhibition of models and drawings, a video installation-but it
was always supported by a modelbook, a lengthy written
document which was evaluated by an external examiner to
assess its intellectual quality and the value of its contribution to the field of study.
Under Profe or Howard's supervision, the first generation of ESC shldents achieved some significant successes. The
1997 SCENOFEST exhibited the final projects from the London
Centre, including those of students Yannis Thavoris and Edwin
Erminy. Thavoris was shortly thereafter selected as a winner of
the coveted Linbury Prize and was commissioned to design the
English Touring Opera's production of Donizetli's The Daughter ofthe Regiment (Figure 5). With this first professional engagement, he entered the ranks of rising young English
scenographers. (See sidebar The Linbury Prize.)
Edwin Enniny's IRP was a thirty-minute performance
titled Concierto Barroco. The printed program described it
thus: "... a recipe for Moros y Cristianos based on a novel by
Alejo Carpentier. In 1709 a Mexican aristocrat and his black
servant travel from Veracruz in Mexico to Venice. Time and
space merge in a mythical journey narrated through music
and food. Apost colonial reflexion on identities that encounter, cross, mix, overlap in ways that respond to their own
logic." Following his ESC course, Erminy returned to his native
Venezuela and developed his work further. COllcierto Barroco
was produced at the National Opera House in Caracas where it
was a huge success, and it was brought to London where it was
a highlight of the 1999 London International Festival of Theatre (LIYf). COllcierto Barroco is a validation of ESC's belief
that the empowerment of scenographers can result in an expanding and enriching definition of the art of theatre.

In our visually oriented performance
Pete Brooks retained the fundamental stmcture for the
course, but he inflected its philosophy, curriculum and faculty
in a new direction. I was able to observe this development
thanks to a grant from the University of Utah's John R. Parks
Teachers' Fellowship.
The second generation of ESC began in the autumn of
1999 when eighteen students gathered from around the world.
They were between twenty and thirty-five years old, and the
group included a performance artist from Germany, a scene
designer from Japan, a choreographer from Spain, an architect from Malaysia and another from Mexico, and a video artist
from England. The students were a true demonstration of the
international, multi-cultural and cross-disciplinary premise of
the course (Figure 6).
Brooks' revised Course Handbook defines scenography
as "the complete text, or score of a performance or event,
whether live (theatre, performance art, spectacle), or mediated through technology (film, video, or computer)." It explains that "the course is fundamentally concerned with
authorship and if scenography is the text, the scenographer is
the author or co-author of this text." Brooks justifies this definition by arguing that "in our visually oriented performance
culture, the designer is the key figure. We believe that as traditional creative hierarchies disintegrate it is essential that designers are able to instigate or author projects." While he

culture, the designer is the key
figure. We believe that as traditional
creative hierarchies disintegrate it
is essential that designers are able
to instigate or author projects.
recognizes that "the course has its roots in the area of theatre
design (for) time-based or narrative art forms," he adds that
"we are also interested in limnal scenographic practices such
as architecture, non-perform~mce-based installation and photography, as well as live art and other hybrid or interdisciplinary art practices...
It seemed to me, coming as I do from a very mainstream
theatre background, that the focus of the course (and the redefinition of scenography) moved away from the visualization
of traditional forms of theatre and toward what I would describe as performance art. My perception was corrohorated
by Pamela Howard's wry advice to the students who were
about to see her scenography for Ibsen's The Masterbuilder.
"Please be aware, this is a play, and not performance art. It
has actors, and they speak, and there is a plot!"
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Figure 4. ESC student Satako Kadoya's Independent
Research Project in 1998, a performance titled Awakening.

Fig ure 5. The Linbury Prize winner in 1997 was ESC student
Yannis Thavoris. His scenography for Donizetti's The
Daughter of the Regiment was commissioned by the
English Touring Opera.

The students in Brooks' revised program are exposed to
a mixture of taught courses and supervi ed practical projects,
and their work culminate with an Independent Research
Project which "develops their creative originality and their U11derstanding of the theoretical issue that inform scenographic
practice at this advanced level."
The taught courses were two weekly lecture sel;es: one by
Profes or oel Witts and one by Dr. Ttish Lyons. Witts, author of
Tbe Twentielb CentUly Peifonnanm Reader, titled his lecture
series "Towards a Definition of Scenography." His rustorical
overview of the quest for "total theatre" placed contemporary
scenography within the modernist and postmodernist traditions. Witts began with Appia and Craig, continued through discu sions of Meyerhold and Piscator, Brecht ;md Beckett, the
Bauhaus and Pina Bau ch, and finished with sessions on Robert
Wilson and Tadeusz Kantor. Witts' lectures were illustrated with
video clips, and ills thesis was that the prime creative force in
twentietll century theatre can1e from visual and choreographic artists. He argued that tlle scenographer's ascension in the tlleatrical
hierarchy should be viewed as an illstorical inevitability.
Dr. Lyons, a scnlptor whose work has become time-based
and whose site-specific installations are sometimes described
as peJformances, gave a seqnence of lectures exploring the
heady abstractions of contemporary cultural theory. She focused on the ways the visual and plastic arts can be the central
or inspiring image for a scenographer.
These two lecture series were augmented by guest sessions with dramaturg Henny Dorr from the Utrecht Scenography Centre andJan Dusek from DAMU, the scenography center in
Prague. Together this formal instruction provided an intellectual context for the students' discus ions of the exrubitions
and perform;mces they attended, as well as for the three major
studio projects undertaken between August and December.
Students were encouraged to explore the vast offerings of gallery exhibitions, dance concerts, performance
art experiences and traditional theatre that were available
in London. In my months Widl the course, these included exhibitions at the Serpentine and Saatchi galleries, lecture-discussions \vitll scenographers Jocelyn Herbert, Richard Hudson and
Antony McDonald, a concert by avant-garde choreographer
Mark Morris, and a production of Roadmetal, Sweetbread
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Figure 6. The first class of the next generation of ESC
students gathered in the conference room at Central St.
Martin's in September 1999.

Figure 7. Pete Brooks and students celebrate the opening of
the Fish and Ships exhibition.
Figure 8. Tomoyuki Ikeda's "What did we get
and lose?" was one of the more traditional
installations in the ESC's Fish and Ships
exhibition, December 1999.

by the Stationhouse Opera at the Royal Festival Hall. This
video-dance performance was one of the higher profile
events in this year's annual British Festival of Visual Theatre. In
all, I attended forty-one performance events in addition to
countless visits to the British Museum, only a five-minute walk
from Central St. Martin's.
The first of the students' three studio projects was an outgrowth of a week-long workshop on object-based theatre, conducted by American performance artist Theodora Skipitares.
She worked with the students from ten each morning till six
each evening (that was the standard work-week for the course).
Using quotations from Giorgio Vasari's seminal study of Renaissance Italian painters, The Lil'es ofthe Artists, as a starting pOint, she led the students through an intensifying set of
exercises that investigated the light-dark conflict, found space,
and the metaphoric value of found objects. These workshops

culminated in each student creating a time-based scenographic performance/installation lasting two to six minutes.
The second studio project was supervised by Pete Brooks
(Figure 7). It investigated the use of cinematic framing and
multi-media techniques in narrative theatre, and it produced
three collaboratively-authored perlormance pieces that were
about ten minutes long each. These were perlormed in Central
St. Martin's studio for an audience of about forty. The rectangular studio was bisected on an angle by a wall that had a rectangular opening in it about three feet above the floor. The
opening was approximately twelve feet wide and five feet high.
It had a scrim over it so that the audience watched the perlormances through a frame that was larger than a television
monitor but smaller than a proscenium arch. The most interesting of the three performance pieces juxtaposed live actors,
large puppets and prerecorded dialogue in more than one lanT
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As a designer who has

been the victim of a
director whose knowledge,
vision and talent were
unequal to the job, I liked
breathing the air in the
ESC's environment.

guage. A powerful image was of two women
pushing wire shopping carts that had computer monitors in them with prerecorded images playing. I found the experience
fascinating, but I was amazed to learn afterwards that the subject of the performance had
been the dysfunctional family as a metaphor
for the European Union. All three performance
pieces were time-based and progressed imagistically through a narrative that was visually
quite exciting but which I found difficult to interpret. This second project raised questions in the
group about the viability of collaborative author-
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ship. Brooks articulated the course's need to
guide these primarily visual artists to conceive
and structure a narrative that can communicate with a general audience. Some students
wondered if they had stories to tell that would
be interesting to anyone other than themselves? And even if they did, could they develop
the skills required to tell their stories?
The third and final studio effort of Phase
One of the courses was described as a "notional
project" and it occupied the final four weeks of
the aununn. Each student created a short version of the Independent Research Project, this
time on the assigned theme, "Britain's relationship with the sea." Working individually,
though with regular tutorial consultation with
Brooks, each student created a short theatrical
or video presentation containing a narrative element which was either original or based on a
non-dramatic text. The sole American student,
by way of example, based his work on Captains Courageous. His lengthy modelbook
documented an impressive effort of research,
analysis and creative process.
Fish and Ships was the whimsical title
given to the students' nineteen installations
that were exhibited in a purpose-built gallery.
The viewer/audie
stood in a narrow hallway that had rectangular holes cut at eye-level
into the wall on each side. The individual installations were viewed through these holes. Iwas reminded of a bank of television monitors in an
appliance store or of a carnival peep-show. The
installations varied from live actors silently
miming an underwater scene, to a laptop computer with changing images on its screen, to a
model for a traditional scene design (Figure
8). The craftsmanship was impressive, as was
the variety of artistic visions the works revealed. I found Fish and Ships intriguing, but
while I understood the relation of each installation to the assigned theme, I wondered what
a general audience would make of this esoteric
display. I listened as some students voiced curiosity about how this exercise would lead to
their ability to create scenography that speaks
to the world at large.
I have tried to assimilate the flood of information and experiences of my four-monthlong observation of the ESC's next generation. I
was very favorably impressed by the multi-culn.rral
and cross-disciplinary premise of the course, and
I couLd see how the students' V'Mied aesthetics,
technological expertises and scenographic
practices informed their individual and collective work. These scenographers are on the
threshold of imagining a brave new world.

I also liked the sense of empowennent
they gained. As a designer who has frequently
been the victim of a director whose knowledge, vision and talent were unequal to the
job, I liked breathing the air in the ESC's environment-where the designer is the co-equal
of anyone on the creative team, where the
scenographer can be the instigator or prime
creator of a theatrical event.
I left London with many questions, some
of which I offer here hoping to stimulate furth~r analysis of the program's successes, perhaps five years from now.
• What are the indicators of success for this next
generation of students? What will they accomplished that is comparable to winning the
Linbury Prize?
• Has the course director found a way to identify
young artists who have stories to tell that are of
interest to a wide public?
• Are the students acquiring the skills needed to
shape a time-based narrative in a dramatically
compelling way?
• What is the practicality and effectiveness of coauthorship? How does this Pl"Jdice relate to the
established tmdition of a solitary arti~t telling a
story, shaping an image, communicating avision?
• Has there been a growth in the acceptance of
the scenogmpher as an equal to the director
or author in theatrical productions?
The founding director's admirable goals
for the course offered through the European
Scenography Centres were to redefine the
boundaries of scenography and to develop students who have the ability to expand scenographic practice and change how we create a
theatrical performance. The achievements of
the first generation of students demonstrated
the course's initial success. The next generation aspires to redefine the scenographer as
the author or co-author of the text and scenography as "the complete text, or score of a perfonnance or event." I eagerly look forward to
learning how this innovative and vital program
contributes to the future of scenography. •:.
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